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Who Am I?

● Founder of marketing, PR, and strategy company: Spoke & 
Wheel Strategy

● Worked on 10+ mobile games w/ more than half landing 
Apple features and several ranking in top 20 games on App 
Store

● Past games have included titles such as: Piloteer, Pivvot, 
Age of Defenders, Baller Legends, Mucho Party and more.



Presentation Roadmap

● Why you should start planning marketing early

● How to tell a compelling, consistent story

● Marketing asset tips

● Tips for contacting Apple

● Media outreach

● Case study of Piloteer



Start Planning Your Marketing 
Strategy Early!

● Have a strong plan and strategy from early on in the 
development of your game.  

● Choose a strategy and stick to it! Consistency is key!



Tell Your Story in a Compelling and 
Consistent Way

● The story you tell about your game should consist of more 
than just the game itself.

● Always answer the questions:

● Why should anyone care about my game?

● Why is my game different, really?

● Why was I motivated to make this game?

● What experience am I trying to create?

● Create an elevator speech.

● Don’t compare your games to other games!



How to Create An Elevator Speech
● A short, to-the-point way to quickly communicate your 

game in 1-3 sentences. 

● Should immediately convey what your game is about and 
why it’s unique in an exciting way.

● Don’t compare your game to other games.

● To uncover this, spend time brainstorming about the 
deeper-level questions of your game. 

● Should be the first thing you lead with about your game to 
anyone you talk to.



Create Marketing Assets
● Minimum Required Assets:

● Teaser Trailer/GIF

● Trailer

● Screenshots

● Press Kit (dopresskit.com)

● Press Release



Press Outreach At Launch
● Look for people who have covered games similar to yours. 

● Target, tailor, and customize your outreach.

● Treat streamers and traditional press differently.

● Always include codes. Don’t ask people if they want it.



Tips for Apple
● Always give apple at least three weeks notice before your 

launch.

● Use general information box at 
appstorepromotion@apple.com or 
appstoremarketing@apple.com

● Provide them Apple-specific information (i.e. Apple likes 
when you use their new features) so tailor your messaging 
to them.

● Provide the press kit, trailer, and press release to them 
directly.

mailto:appstorepromotion@apple.com
mailto:appstoremarketing@apple.com


Overarching Game Marketing Launch 
Tips And Considerations

● Always launch on a Wednesday afternoon/evening.
● Never announce a launch date until approved by Apple.
● Research what else is going on when you are planning to 

launch (game conventions, other launches, etc.)
● Be active on Twitter and make real friends!
● Test your game in real life. Make sure it’s a viable product.
● Don’t rush the launch! You spent a lot of time making your 

game; why not spend time on marketing it?



Piloteer: A Case Study



About Piloteer
● An iOS Game 

● Landed in top 15 paid games upon launch in June 2015

● A serenely challenging jetpack game





Here’s How It Happened…



Early Buzz…
● Announced back in October with a 

screenshot.

● Screenshot was picked up by several 
outlets with editors speculating what 
the game was going to be about.

● From the art, press could tell it was 
going to be a different project for the 
dev.

● “With Piloteer being seemingly 
character-driven, this could be a huge 

departure indeed”



Consistency in Strategy
● People were interested but we purposefully chose to keep 

the majority of the game under wraps.

● We teased on Twitter regularly but never shared concrete 
facts about the game until close to launch.  



We Took Advantage of Opportunities

● Used mystery as a way to book 
press and YouTuber meetings at 
GDC.

● Prepared talking points for GDC 
meetings w/ press.

● GDC press meetings resulted in 
more mysterious press articles.

● Showed game at lots of local 
Chicago events with other devs
to get feedback, which ultimately 
shaped the game.



Tell Your Story in a Compelling Way
● Here’s what we used to cultivate the unique story about the 

game in our marketing assets:

● Serene art and music with dichotomy of very hard game

● Showcased new game style for the dev

● Inspired by Chicago

● Quirky game that doesn’t take itself too seriously



Translated to Compelling Marketing 
Materials

● Trailer

● Press Kit

● Press Release

● Screenshots

● Included this all very simply in 
emails 



Never Compared

● Piloteer elicits clear comparison 
to QWOP.

● We never brought this up 
ourselves. Many editors came to 
this conclusion on their own.

“Imagine trying to fly a jetpack in 
QWOP and you’ll have a general idea 
of how it plays” - 148 Apps

“Piloteer is basically QWOP with a 
jetpack” - IndieGames.com

“Piloteer takes the physics approach 
of Happy Wheels or QWOP…” -
Polygon

“Imagine putting a jetpack on the guy 
from QWOP. Now imagine feeding him 
some strong wine, spinning him 
around a few times, and then ordering 
him to fly a certain distance before 
landing safely. That’s Piloteer in a 
nutshell.” - Slide To Play



Started Apple Communications Early
● We first started talking with Apple back in February.
● Approached them with a quick game description and a 

screenshot as well as a tentative launch timeline.
● Made sure to highlight the aspects of the game that would 

be relevant to them:
● Use of Apple-specific features
● Super difficult game
● Looks great on the iPhone

● Contacted them again in April closer to launch with updated 
assets. Followed up with them when buzz started 
happening. 



Strategically Chose Our Launch Date
● We waited two months after Apple approval to launch

● There were too many other conventions/games launching in 
early June.

● There’s still always unpredictability (we launched on the 

same day as Her Story).  



Created Lots of Buzz at Once on Multiple 
Sources
● A shorter launch cycle: didn’t reach 

out to media with release date and 
trailer until week before launch.

● We used multiple sources for 
marketing (Twitter, media etc.) to 
build buzz. Don’t put all your eggs in 
one basket!

● Apple typically likes seeing media 
interest and can sometimes be a 
determining factor in features.

● Landed tons of launch and pre-
launch buzz.

● Twitter community rallied around us.



Some of What We Saw at Launch…



Some Key Takeaways to Wrap Up
● Plan your strategy early and be consistent.
● Be authentic to who you are.
● Think beyond game features.
● Never compare your game to others.
● Always email Apple and highlight things they care about.
● Shorter launch cycle for iOS is more effective.
● Try to build buzz at launch on multiple media platforms.
● Make real friends on social media and utilize community 

resources available to you.



How to Contact Me

● Email: Dana@SpokeAndWheelStrategy.com

● Twitter: @dtrebella

● Website: SpokeAndWheelStrategy.com

mailto:Dana@SpokeAndWheelStrategy.com


Q&A!


